1. Notation and definitions. Suppose (E, F) is a separated pairing of vector spaces (so that we may regard F C E ) and let 6. be a family of subsets of F. Corresponding to a map <p from F into the set of finite subsets of a set S e G we define a oiE, F)-neighbourhood of each point x £ E by Ux((p, S) a \y: \fiy -x)\ < 1 for all / £ cf>ix)\.
The system of oiE, F)-neighbourhoods \U (<f>, S): x £ F S forms a covering of E which we call the (</), S)-covering of E. With this notation we introduce the following concept.
1.1. Definition. Let (E, F) be a pairing and 6, a family of subsets of F.
Then a subset A of F is G. -oiE, F)-compact if, for each S £ A and each map <f> described above, the (</>, S)-covering of E contains a finite subcover of A;
that is, there exists a finite subset \x,,•••, x S of E such that A C U id, S) Let x" £ F'(S )'. The restriction of x" to F may be assumed to be an element of F which we denote by g. If x is Sj-cKE, F)-near-standard then given a set S £ 6j there is a point xis) £ E such that |/(x -xiS))\ < 1 for all f £ S. This implies that x " -xis) £ S°, the polar of S. Consequently {xiS)\ may be considered to be a net convergent to x" in the Sj-topology. In particular, gixiS)) -> x ig) and x'"(x(S)) -, x'"(x") so that x"V) = x"ig). Therefore, *'"(*") = x"ig) g and it follows in turn that x is ^-oiE, F)-near-standard. Thus Theorem 2.2 implies the result.
Suppose G>2 is another family of subsets of F satisfying the previous conditions on 6j and which also generates the 6 -topology. Then we have the following immediate but noteworthy result.
Corollary. The subset A of E is Sj-o(E, p)-compact if and only if it
is Q -oiE, F)-compact.
2.9. Lemma. Let A be a bounded subset of E(Q). Then a point x £ *A is Qx-oiE, F)-near-standard if and only if given a set S £ S. there exists an x belonging to the convex hull of A such that |/(x -x)\ < 1 for all f £ S.
Proof. It is immediate that the condition is sufficient. Therefore we suppose that x is Sj-cKF, F)-near-standard. By Lemma 2.6 there exists an x" £ Ens ) such that x'"(x) ~ x'"(x ") for all x'" £ F'(Sj)'. This implies x" belongs to the weak closure of A in F'(Sj) and thus to the closure of its convex hull. Hence given S £ S, there is a point x belonging to the convex hull of A such that \fix) -x"(f)\ < 1 for all / £ S. Therefore |/(x -x)\ < 1 for all / 6 5. fix) = 0 whenver x £ Ci-3.1. Lemma. Let E be a LCTVS and suppose that x is a bounded point in *E(6). Then x is <5-oiE, E(G)')-near-standard if and only if, for each S £ S, there is a finite subset C(S) of E such that for each f £ CiS)X O S, /(x) < 1. If S is a family of strongly bounded subsets of E we may replace H (S)
by F (S) (cf. Theorems 2.7 and 2.11).
As the proof is a straightforward development of the above proof we omit it.
3.3.
Theorem. Suppose S is a family of strongly bounded subsets of E .
If A is relatively countably weakly compact in E (S), then the oiE, £(S) )-closure of A is S-<t(E, Fis) )-compact. Having established Lemma 4.1 we now assume that S denotes a covering of F by strongly bounded subsets which satisfy the conditions (I) and (II) stated in §2: thus the polars of S° of the sets S £ S form a basis of 0-neighbourhoods in E . Initially we do not assume that the S-topology on F is consistent with the duality (F, F ').
Corollary (Eberlein's theorem). Let E be a LCTVS and let

Definition. Let F be a LCTVS. We say F is S-semireflexive if F is dense in E (S).
4.3. Theorem. Let E be a LCTVS. Then E is Q-semireflexive if and only if each bounded set of E is Ç>oiE, E )-compact.
Proof.
Suppose first that F is S-semireflexive and let ß be a bounded set of E. For an arbitrary x £ *B it is sufficient, by Theorem 2.2, to show that x is Q-oiE, F')-near-standard. We define x" £ E" by 
E is dense in F (S).
Suppose now that the S-topology on £ is consistent with duality (E, E ).
Corollary 2.8 then implies that S-ct(E, E )-compact sets are S-a(£, E )-compact.
It is, therefore, an easy consequence of Lemma 2.9 that if E is S-semireflexive and x £ F we can choose a bounded set ¡x(S)S in F convergent to x in the that ¡x S has no weak limit point in E"(S). Let F be the linear span of ¡x^S.
Then F is a separable space and \x S is a bounded sequence in F. Suppose that ¡x ! has a weak limit point y in F (S). We define an element x £ E by x"if) a y"if/F) for all / £ E'.
It follows that x" is a weak limit point of ¡x ¡ in F (S), which is a contradiction.
If S generates the Mackey topology the notion of S-semireflexivity is of special interest. It is possible to extend a number of results using this definition. We prove one here. 4.12. Theorem. Suppose the strong dual of a LCTVS £ is semireflexive.
Then E is nearly reflexive.
Proof. Let ß be a strongly bounded set in E'. It follows from the semireflexivity of Efl that ß is compact. This implies £ is infrabarrelled. We complete the proof once we show £ is nearly semireflexive. Suppose S is a circled, convex oiE , E)-compact set in £', then, as S is strongly bounded, S is oiE , E )-compact. Therefore, F is nearly semireflexive by Theorem 4.10.
